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Abstract Here R is the rms radius, Io----17 kA and _ is a dimensionless
quantity thai characterizes the field energy in the beam and is

A self-consistent design strategy for induction linacs is dependent upon the spatial profile 1. Integration of this, presented which addresses the issues of brightness
presentation against space charge induced emittance growth, equation for constant R and _,ylelds
minimization of the beam breakup instability and the
suppression of beam centroid motion due to chromatic effects
(corkscrew) and misallgned focusing elements. A simple 52(oo)--En2(O)+21R2[.Q(0)-,Q(oo)1 (2)
steering algorithm is described that widens the effective '_1o

energy bandwidth of the transport system. However, it is also possible to have additional emittance
growth if a beam is mismatched in a focusing channel where a

Introduction portion of the kinetic energy associated with the beam's
envelope motion can be converted into transverse themal

In this paper we will discuss the various requirements kinetic energy. Consider an oscillation of the beam rms radius
imposed on the output beam of electron induction accelerators so that R=Ro+_R cos kz. Profile oscillations will usually be
and the principal known mechanisms which make it difficult to associated with the envelope oscillations, lt can be shown
satisfy these requirements. This will lead us to a self- that the frequency of the profile oscillations is twice that of the
consistent design strategy which over'comes these envelope oscillationsso that we may put _;_--_o+&_cos(2kz+e)
mechanisms and should make it possible to simultaneously
achieve ali the requirments discussed, where 8 is an unknown phase angle. If we substitute these

forms for R and Q into equation (1), average over an oscillation
period and reta',nonly lowest ordel terms we obtain

Output Beam Requirements

_)E_.__.n2 . I (,_R)2k ,_ sine (3)Electron induction linacs can be used for many purposes
such as drivers for FEL's and relativistic klystrons, flash x-ray c_z _t_lo
radiography and for propagation experiments in various gases.
Most of these applications require a high beam brightness, where a horizontal bar denotes a time average over an
especially the FEL. In additloni ali the applications require a oscillation period. This result admits a growing emittance for a
"quiet" output beam in the sense that the transverse motionof proper value of the phase angle. The rate of emittance growth
the beam's centroid should be small compared to its radius, is proportional to the beam current, the focusing strength and
Lastly, most applications require the energy variation over the to the square of the radial mismatch. At present there is no
usable portion of the pulse to be on the order of one percent to first principles' calculation that can describe the evolution of
avoid violating the resonance condition in an FEL, or to avoid this angle so that we must rely on simulations for insight lr/to
,;hronlatic effects in the final focusing lens, etc. this mechanism.

Obstacles to Achieving Beam Requirements Beam Breakup Instability (BBU)

Space Charge Induced Emittance Growth This instability dominates the design of the focusing
system for the induction linac. The accelerating cells have

For intense beams the most serious threat to beam dipole cavity modes which are driven by any beam transverse
brightness is from the effects of nonlinear space charge displacements. Usually one mode dominates the process.
forces 1. By now qtis well known that "excess" non-linear field The magnetic field of the dipole mode interacts with the beam
energy can be interchanged with transverse thermal kinetic impressing a modulated transverse momentum on the beam at
energy causing emittance to vary in a beam which is the frequency of the dominant mode and so exicites that modr_
propagating at its matched radius in a focusing channel, in downstream cells to even greater amplitude. The evolution
Profil6 oscillations of the beam can lead to oscillations in the of the instability may be described by two model equations
emittance and a finite growth In the emittance which depends which govern the excitation of the mode by the beam and the
on the difference in non'linear field energy betwoen the initial response of th_ beam to the cavity fields2:

*, and asymptotic states of the beam spatial profile. This can be

seen by integrating the equation for growth of thenormaliZedrmsemittance. (___..+____a ) (_ z±lP,Q_- + " t_=_-- Q71----_ (4)

" o_E2n=. 2__[R2 _ (1) _°_2_+1______c_ + k_ _ ,=A . (5)
_z 1'_1o _z ' _)z2 _'c_z



Here (oo, Q and Z.L/Q are r _spectivelythe angular frequency, of the differential phase, Thus in this regime it is Importantto
quality factor and transverse shunt Impedance of the cavity keepthe differential phaseas small as possible.
mode and Lg is the average distance between cells.
teprOsen_seither t!le phasor x+ly for solenoidal guiding (with A B C
k_=kc/2) or x ory for alternatinggradientquadrupole focusing. XoI_-
Underworstcase conditionsfor "strong"focusingwe have I' x t at z=O

1fof IQ,, !{ J"dz' .
. 3o) (6) A

' "-'---._-_ CB C
The

quantity O)o(Z_L/Q)Qappears in the exponent and may be "_ _ tshown to scale as2

...> .....;. ....-.;,..
where w is the axial width of the accelerating gap, b isthe beam x 1 \ ..'i._ ......'._"._ ....,,, ". "__ .: / ,I '._"_,, A

I :_, .",_ ...,>\ ...;/ ...,,.,\ ......:.,' ..., zpipe radius and _ ts a dimensionless quantity that describes . .,.z, '.\ .".' '. \ . / .. '.B1 ......howwell the cavity modes are damped, Typicalvalues for TI

range from 1 to 3. lt is currently thought that the minimum x°_.....j-""_ T

possible value for _ Isabout 0.72. at z=zo z=zoX _t,

"Corkscrew" (Chromatic Aberration) _._

This mechanism leads to the development of a time
varying displacement of the beam centroid. The apparent c
frequency of the motion increases as the beam propagates
further along the machine. Any focusing system that provides Fig. 1. Illustration of the corkscrew mechanism.
an energy dependent betatron wavelength will be subject to
this difficulty since allbeams have some variation of energy Sources of Energy Variation Across the Pulse

across the pulse3,4,5. The mechanism is illustrated in figure 1 Figure 2 shows a circuit model of an accelerating gap.
where the motion of three beam "slices" labelled A, B and C, The pulse power unit is represented by the voltage source andinitially offset from the center llne of the accelerator are
followed through a focusing system. At each accelerating gap the transmission line to the cell by the resistor Zo. Rc is a
the particles receive a slightly different energy. Since the compensation load resistor, Cg represents the capacitance of
betatron wavelengths of the particles depend on their energies the cell, the current source represents the beam current and
the particles will eventuallyfall out of step with one another and Zc represents the ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic core
will lead to a displacement which varies with time across the impedance.
pulse. The apparent local frequency of the time varying
disPlacement or "corkscrew" is roughlygiven by Tr,,,,,,,i,,,,l=,,

L_ lo Cell magmetie beam

o)_l_a'y I z Z. ..r. ..rre.t

t le_Ic_ge +
+

For a system with solenoidal focusingkl_shouldbe replacedby 2vD 8 R° Cg Ia vg.pkc in equation (8), lt is clear from the above expressionthat _
the frequency of this motion will upshlft as the beam
propagates, down the accelerator. Note that increasing the . _.
focusing causes the frequency to increase, lt is important that _t,, c._..,.,,,., g,p
the frequency of this motion be sufficiently small that the v.itwo R°sist_ ..l,.olt.°=.
differentialphase or integralof the frequencyover time across

_, the desired portion of the pulse be small compared to 1. The
amplitude e' the corkscrew is proportional to the orbit Fig. 2, Cell equivalentcircuitmodel,
amplitude of a reference particle (say in the middle of the
pulse), if the differentialphase acrossthe pulse is very large Considerableeffort is usuallyexpendedto insurethat the

° thenthe corkscrewamplitude will be on the order of the orbit drivevoltage waveform deliveredto the cell is flat, Likewisea
amplitude of the reference partllcle, However, if the d!ffarentlal relatively constant voltage on tt_oanode of the injector usually
phase is small then the corkscrew amplitude is of order the producesa current pulse with a flat top, Practicallyspeaking
orbitamplitude of the reference particle multipil_ by the sine there willbe variationsof bothof these quantitieson the order

ofseveral percent even in a well designedsystem, A feature
whichcan cause an even larger variation inthe cellvoltage is
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the fact thatthe leakage current which flows aroundthe coreof the focusing field and Increasing the average accelerating
the cell Is time dependent. In acceleratorswhichare designed gradient significant reductions In emittance growth can be
for highelectrical efficiencythis leakagecurrentmay be on the seen In simulations.Figure 5 showsthe resultsof a simulation
order of 50% of the beam current and so exerts a significant In which a high brightness beam is accelerated througha
influenceon the cell voltage, structure with an averag_ gradient of 1,0 MV/rneter with

virtually no increase in rms normalized emittance, Figure 6
showsthe change in the square of the normalized emittance

• _ =..r--_ _ =_ _ =f.rrit, for the same problem as a function of the accelerating
Idealtr,,Mntul.,, gradient, This result suggests we seek a t_unsportstrategyIlae .

1L- _-J'v,. tL. v_,ptz= that minimizes focusingand maximizes accelerating grad antas a way to preserve brightness against space charge induced

'l J ,. ,,tan  orow,
2ol- .... 1 .... _ - • ;-'.LI. , , , , I .... I't t t ' " ' 0.04 '

V_p Vtnp _ _ 1.5 0.03
t t t

':°_" I /'_ :Ii °'°= .. Nv" "

Fig, 3. Acceleratorcore models, _ 05 _ o.o, ....... ..-.,
Various simplified models have been used to calculate or .... j , ,,., ,-.. ,! - or ..... ,., , ,l .....

the time dependenceof the leakage currentof ferritecores and o Iooo 2000 3000• o Iooo =ooo 3000
these are illustrated'in figure 3. The actual behavior of the A,I,I di,t,,=. (cre) = A,,,_al,,=,,,. (,m)
leakage current in a realistic core is much more complicated
than any of the simple models and is only nowbeginning to be -..--.c,.=ttn0b.om
understood6. ._ Accelereted beam

Another problem which occurs especially for highly Fig, 5, Effectsof acceleration on emittance,efficient accel9rators is the variation of cell voltage due to
timing jitter of the injected current. Several cases are
illustratedin figure 4, In the case of nominaltiminga relatively _ o,olo
flat voltage across the bulk of the pulse can be achieved, E 0.ees
However if the beam ct_rrentarrives earlier than expected at _ \
the cell lt will load the voltage down too early and the duration wI o.oo6
of the "flat top" will be reduced. Likewiseif the current arrives © o,oo4

too late the cell voltage will overshoot and then decay also _"_" 0.002
reducing the flat top. The voltage errors are proportionalto the _= --_
jitter time and decay with an exponential time constant on the .t 0.0oo ...... , .... i , • ' --o,c o.._ 1,o 1,5
orderof ZoCg which may be roughly10 nsecs, for an efficient
accelerator.-High efficiency generally translates into a high acceleratinggradient (HYIH)
value of Zo thus making beam loading very important and
causingthe time constantto beincreased. Fig, 6, Emittancegrowthvs. gradient,

Nominal timing InJtctoriarly inJlctorlate Optimization of BBU and Corkscrew

,<._._rtve I drive I /..___drive We have considered two mechanisms which causeI ./ _._._m', ,'_\ / ........:. transverse beam motion. _BU and corkscrew. From equation
/'" "'_" I' " I ' "' "*"

_.,:_::' _\._.._ ___._ /%_'L"_ ':;"b==r" (6) we see that BBU gr°wth is reduced by lncreasedf°cusing
....,/f'O'_'__. /;. I //,/ v°_',;\ yet we see from equation (8)that the corkscrew amplitude is:" reduced by minimizing the phase advance. These two

L,_,' '_--_" conditions can be used to find an optimum tune or focusingt t t
strategy for the accelerator. Specifically If we define F as the

Fig. 4. Effects of current timing jitter, log of the BBU gain and _ as the betatron phase advance:

" 'IiSpecific Solutions F o_Z__._ dz' (g)
,, 2 Fo

Reduction of Emittance Growth by Rapid rz

Acceleration $_=/k13 dz' (10)
' Simulations and equations (2) and (3) suggest that the

./o

scale length over which emittance grows due to envelope
oscillations is Inversely proportional to the focusing strength, then if we minimize the phase advance with a fixed BBU gain
In addition equation (1) suggests that If _ Is increased rapidly we find that
enough the emittance growth can be quenched. By reducing



,, . Finally, to reduce any residual transverse fields magneticallyk13= _ Z.L/('V'%" - I/'_) (11 permeable rings may be Installed Inside the coli assemblies.
L.g;k Io F1/"7' These rings presenta low reluctance to any transverse fields

and effectively "short" them out while the reluctance In the
We find that k{3is proportionalltd 1/q7 so that the focusingfield axial directionIs only slightlyaffected10 , Figure 7 illustrates
varies as_/,y, Usingthis resultwe may define a figure of merit these approaches. A pair of accelerators Incorporatingali of
for an acceleratortransport system7: these measuressimultaneouslyIs plannedfor constructionat' LANL11.

TSp-.2"°Z_(_-_fL0_ . (121 Delayed Feedback St,,,,dng
Even If well designed magnets are precisely Installed In

Here ;L is the gradient of the accelerator (?='yo+_.z). the accelerator there will still be residual transverse fields,
Reasonable numbers for a high performance design are Fs3 These fields may be sufficient,to cause large transverse beam

motion In a long linac (for example If the requirement on
and _1]=100radlans, transverse beam motion is 200 microns then a beam motion of

1 mm is "large"), in that case some addltonal measures must
Techniques to Improve Focusing Field Alignment be taken to correctthe transverse motion of the beam,

The present discussion will be confined to the case of Dipole pair bpm' Dipole pair bpm Dipole pair bpm

solenoidal focusing, Magnetic field errors can arise from un" r--1 _I r-n == r-'n
several sources, Firstthere may be undesirablecomponents ..........
of fields due to the design; Curreilt flowing Inthe coli leads for

example may lead to residual transverse fields on axis, Even If I/ L,J -

the design Is such as to generate no error fields there will be IT__J T-_ L_ jsome error in laying down the windings which may cause
significant error fields. Finally, even If the coli Is perfectly
designed and constructed there will be some error in its
placement In the accelerator;the coli may be tiltedor displaced v _"-'-"-'"-_-.-----.
with respect to the machine axis,

i

) t • zero displacement at

reference time withProblem Solution proceedingdipoles
,I/ - -t

"leed" errore - multlfllar c0118 with a high ]1, T

degree of symmetry _ L.__ reference • displacement at nearby

I-- time times ts reduced,Increasing thz =nergl/

tl _ -v¢r-.,.-_ : t b,ndwidth

lille or winding - In situ dipole correcter coils

errors Fig, 8. Delayedfeedback steeringscheme,correcter

solenoid J_ dipoles A simple solution in moderate to high repetition ratemachines Is the use of a delayed feedback steering system.
.......... , ..... E "/'heaccelerator pulses must be sufficiently repeatable in order

for this technique to work, Beam position monitors(bpm's)are
residual transversefields - permeable shielding rings placed along the beamllne so that there Is less than 180

degreesofcyclotronphaseadvs,ncebetweenthem, A pointon
eel.hold _ _ the pulse (at the middle for example) Is chosen as a referenceli "i li li lm I'

ling..-_Z"._ point. A dipole correcterpair upstream of a bpm istherl usedtozero out the displacementof the reference point at that bpm.
................. _. The correctiontsmade after observingsome numberof pulses

in order to determine an average correction, One then
Fig, 7. Magnetic field alignmenttechniques, proceeds to the next bpm dcwnsVeam and makes similar

corrections, A resident computer system could make the
A variety of approaches have evolved to treat the various corrections very rapidly. The bpm's have some resolution limit

types of errors, Providing a coil with a high degree of and accuracy and these will determine the minimum beam
symmetry In the windings is a way to eliminate the transverse displacement that can be attained for the reference point if the
fields associatedwith the leads, Using multifllar coils such as monitors are sufficiently close together (I,e, on the order of 1
a quadrufilar coli with eight leads packed In bundles of two radlan betatron phase advance betweenmonitors),
spaced at 90 degrees around the coil reduces transverse An interesting effect occurs as a result of using delayed
fields onthe axis8, Tilts and displacemerltsmay be minimized feedback steeringof the reference point, Parts of the beam

" by taking care in the placement and alignment of coilswithin adjacent to tile reference point are also corrected to a high
the accelerator cells. To correct for any resldua! dipole fields degree If the their energy does not vary too much from that of
on axis a thin, flexible printed circuit set of dipoles may be the reference point, This leads to a widening of the effective
wrapped around each solenoid for later adjustment, Such an energy bandwidth of the transport system and a dramatic
arrangement Is in use on several of the accelerators at LLNL9. reduction in the corkscrew amplitude. This is illustrated in



figures 8 and 9. There Is a 5% energy varlatlon from 20-65 ns. minimize the phase advance required In the accelerator and to
In figure 9. preserve brightness, These values willthen specify the phase

advance ¢_ through equation (12), Use multifllar coils withkLl__p.ULt_ beun trns_trn _stthm
_.h.., ,,,,,.b, _, correcter dipoles and/or permeable ringsto provide a relatively

O'er" ..... °" '0.6 ' ' ' error free guide field, Space bpm's at approximately 1 radlan

, 0.2 o.- steering (If the requirements are not too stringent or the
o.1 o.= acceleratortoo long one may be able to dispense with delayedO.I ' '
0.o o.o .-.-_ feedback steering and operate the accelerator "open loop").

_. -o.t -o.i Use delayed feedback current control to regulate the final-0.2 -0.2

, ] -o._ ..o.s beam energy if required.
_OA-:.:. . ,, , a , | . ' *

0 1020 s0 40_060 _oeo o 1020so 4050 6o7eco
Time (Iii) Tlm4,(..,) Conclusions

Fig. 9.Steering dramatically improvesbandwidth, A number of problems have been discussed which !trait
the performance of induction linacs. These problems can be

Delayed Feedback Energy Regulation overcome by the use of a slrategy which incorporates a low
phase advance, and high accelerating gradient alongwith a

A similar technique can be used to correct the final focusing field that Is ramped up proportional to _/y, The
energy of the beam across the "flat top". The system for transportline should have the largestbore practicalto reduce
accomplishingthis Is shown In figure 10. An on-line energy the BBU growthandthus permit reductionof the focusingfield.
mlalyzer is used to measurethe pulse energy as a functionof Thts should facilitate brightness preservation and result In
time throughoutthe pulse over subsequentpulses, acceptableBBU gain, The corkscrewproblem Is then further

reducedfor a long linac by usingdelayedfeedback to control
ImJector [=erqll the energy variations over the pulse and delayed feedback
I, ySl2 AccelersAir// emelvzer steeringto correctthe orbit of a referencepointon the beam,
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